Master mastering.
Studio One Professional is the only program that links songs and stems with finished, mixed Projects. Transfer
mixes or mixed stems to the Project Page for mastering—but if you hear anything you need to change, simply
jump back into the Song, make your tweaks, and then mix the revised version back automatically into the Project
Page to continue mastering. Whether for Red Book-compatible CD burning, digital publishing for streaming,
creating DJ sets and playlists, or professional-level DDP import/export for duplicators, the Song page/Project
page partnership makes it easy to obtain consistent levels and tonal balance with collections of songs.

Processors for the
mastering process.
Sweeten your project and prepare it for prime time—Studio One 4’s professional
mastering features include sophisticated equalization, limiting, industrystandard metering, spectrum analysis, and analytic plug-ins to help add
the all-important final touches to your music. Apply processing to individual
tracks, or the entire collection, to take your mixes to the next level.

Get with the program.
The reason why Studio One resonates with musicians is simple: PreSonus
listens. Many new features in Version 4 are the direct result of user feedback,
including AAF import/export so users can bring song data from their old DAW
into Studio One. Add the most flexible arranging tools of any music program,
full integration with Notion for superior notation, over 30 GB of carefully curated
content, analog console emulation, advanced step sequencing, unified hardware
control with the FaderPort series of hands-on controllers, and much more—it’s
no wonder that Studio One continues to gain new followers every day.
Still not convinced? That’s OK. A 30-day demo of Studio One 4
Professional is available so you can test drive all these features for

STUDIO ONE 4
™

yourself. Sign up at my.presonus.com and try before you buy.

Creative Music Production Environment

Music is our life.
PreSonus is our day job.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana | www.presonus.com

Work better, faster.

Another Studio One
first: Harmonic Editing.

Studio One 4 was designed with ease of use at its core. It seamlessly
combines the time-tested and proven recording studio model with

Far more than just a simple chord track for note data, Studio

today’s beat- and loop-oriented production process so you can bring

One 4’s Chord Track is a songwriter’s dream come true. Create

musical ideas to sonic reality more quickly than ever before.

and change chord progressions, try out chord substitutions,

An efficient, single-screen interface houses an unlimited number of

substitute rich chords for simple ones, even have older

tracks, intuitive editing tools, and advanced virtual instruments. Spend

parts follow a new, better chord structure you came up with

your precious time creating music instead of wondering what to click

thanks to the inspiration Harmonic Editing can provide. This

next. Studio One doesn’t dictate how you work or what you work on.

breakthrough, which works with instruments and even draft
audio tracks, underscores Studio One’s commitment to

You do.

streamline the songwriting and music creation process.

Detect chords automatically.
When you come up with an inspired chord progression, you

Three creative
paths, one goal.

needn’t put your creativity on hold while you figure out what you
played in order to add new parts. Built-in chord detection extracts
chords from Audio or Instrument Tracks—simply drag a Part to
the Chord Track to create a reference for Harmonic Editing.

Studio One is your creative companion from start to finish.
The Start Page provides what you need to kickstart your
creative process—open projects, set parameters, and check
for updates and tips. From there, the Song Page is all about

Overcome creative
blocks.

recording, arranging, editing, and mixing your music with a
complete set of virtual instruments, effects, and groundbreaking
arrangement tools. Then, assemble and master your music in the Project Page. Even better, the Project and Song Pages are linked so if
you need just that one little change in your master or stems, switch to the Song Page, tweak, and mix back automatically to the Project.
No other program accomplishes the goal of such an effortless transition as you move from the initial creative inspiration to the finished,
mastered production.multiple windows. Here you’ll find your Arrange view, video track, track Inspectors, edit view, mix view, and browser.

When you’re stuck in a rut, let Studio One Professional be
your creative partner. Use the ingenious Chord Selector to
experiment easily with new chord patterns and ideas. Let
Harmonic Editing spark new ideas. Change chords in real time
from an external MIDI controller to try out chord progressions
on the fly. Transfer chord data from an audio or instrument track
to the Chord Track, or from the Chord Track to other tracks.

Arranging at the
speed of click.

MIDI—and beyond MIDI.
Studio One works with all the standard MIDI gear you know and love,

Forget laborious transposition, cutting, pasting, and moving

from controllers to tone modules. But once MIDI data arrives into Studio

when arranging. With Scratchpads to test out arrangements,

One, it’s converted to a high-resolution, 32-bit internal format. That means

an Arranger track that makes moving sections of songs around

no zipper noise on instruments, smoother controller changes and pitch

as easy as moving Parts, and the groundbreaking Harmonic

bends, more detailed automation, and other benefits when working in

Editing—the most flexible chord track implementation

the Studio One environment. And if you need to drive external MIDI gear,

ever—no other program can approach the ease of

you’re covered there too—Studio One translates its high-resolution format

arranging and songwriting that Studio One 4 delivers.

back into standard MIDI data if it needs to return to the outside world.
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NEW: Chord Track and Harmonic Editing
NEW: Instrument and Drum Editor
NEW: Drum and Melodic Patterns for pattern-based arranging
NEW: Easy-to-use drag & drop live sampler (Sample One XT)
NEW: AAF (Advanced Authoring Format) import and export
Project Page (Mastering, DDP, Red Book CD burning, digital release)
Elegant single-window work environment
Powerful drag-and-drop functionality
Native High-DPI and cross-platform multi-touch user interface
Unlimited audio tracks, MIDI tracks, virtual instruments, buses, and FX channels
Integrated Melodyne pitch correction
Single and multitrack comping
Arranger Track

Trial

•
•

•
•

Scratch Pads
Editable Folder Tracks
Track display list with presets, linkable to console channel display
Content browser with search, user tabs, connections to the Internet, and Preview Player

•
•

Transient detection with editable markers
Drag-and-drop groove extraction
Multitrack Track Transform (advanced freezing capability)

•

Event-based effects
Macro Toolbar (create and use command sequences)
Automatic latency compensation
Advanced automation

•
•

VCA Faders
Audio-processing resolution (floating-point)
Easy side-chain routing
Stunning virtual instruments
Import Sampler formats (EXS, GigaSampler, Kontakt, SoundFont)
Multi Instruments
Channel Editor with Macro Controls
Extended FX Chains with parallel processing
Control Link (most intuitive MIDI-mapping system available)
Realtime audio time-stretching, resampling, and normalization
Use Pro Tools, Cubase, Logic or Sonar keyboard shortcuts or create your own

•
•
•

Integrated mastering suite with automatic mix updating, DDP import/
export, Red Book CD burning, and digital release
Send Song or individual tracks to Notion (audio + note data)

•
•

•
•

•

•

Export to SoundCloud™
Import Song Data
Video playback and sync
MP3 encoding and decoding
3rd Party Plug-ins Support (AU, VST2, and VST3 plug-ins and ReWire applications)

(Add-on available)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Without Boundaries.
Produce Without Limits.

World-class instruments.
With its rich roster of native plug-ins, Studio One has earned its reputation as a
complete production package—and now our latest generation of virtual instruments,
based on input from the Studio One community (thank you), deliver even more.
Impact has been remade into Impact XT, a comprehensive beat and rhythm
production environment, and Sample One XT samples, slices, and dices to create
great beats and realistic instrument sounds. These new instruments don’t feel like

Patterns—a giant
step forward.
The step sequencer has served us well for over half a
century—it’s time for Studio One’s new Patterns to step
into the future. Tight integration with instrument parts,
automation, and Impact XT means that Patterns re-invent step
sequencing as a seamless, fast, fun part of making music.

separate plug-ins, but as integrated—and integral—parts of music creation.
Meet your new creative partners.

From dumb machine
to drum machine—
and more.

Impact XT: Heat up the beat.
Fully backward compatible with Impact, the XT version adds more than 20
new, highly requested features and improvements. You can even create

Patterns transform step sequencing from mechanical

complete arrangements in a single Impact XT by launching loops that sync to

repetition into a truly expressive addition to modern

your Song with real-time stretching, beat quantization, and synched start/stop.

sequencing. Yes, Patterns are about drums… but
also melodies, integration with any instrument,
step-based automation, variable sequence lengths
(polyrhythms, anyone?), unlimited variations, and more.

Sample One XT: Because
samplers should sample.

Extra functions. No
extra complications.

Sample One XT has expanded from sample playback into a sampling
powerhouse. Sample, auto-slice, stretch, process, trigger, and de-construct

Impact XT’s integration with Patterns will change

audio (sampled from inputs or imported from a track) for breathtaking

how you think about drum programming,

freedom in constructing powerful new performances and beats.

because the combination makes beat creation
fast, fun, and effortless. There’s no need for a
separate plug-in or track type to do pattern-based

Beat the clock.

sequencing, because Patterns work side-by-side
with conventional Instrument Parts on the same
track. You can even choose, rename, copy, and

Studio One 4 isn’t just about including a world-class drum

re-order an unlimited number of Pattern variations

instrument, but also integrating it with an innovative, streamlined

from within the Arrangement—you don’t even

Drum Editor to edit drum Parts as fast as you can think. Along

need to open the Pattern Editor. And, there’s a

with hundreds of pre-configured pitch name and mapping

new library of inspirational drum Patterns and

scripts available for free from PreSonus Exchange, the new

Variations Patterns in the Musicloops format

Drum Editor is like an accelerator for drum editing.

for easy, drag-and-drop saving and export.

